Abstract-Person localization is of paramount importance in an ambient intelligence environment since it is the first step towards context-awareness. In this work, we present the development of a novel system for multi-modal person localization and emergency detection in an assistive ambient intelligence environment for the elderly. Our system is based on the depth sensor and microphone array of 2 Kinect devices. We use skeletal tracking conducted on the depth images and sound source localization conducted on the captured audio signal to estimate the location of a person. In conjunction with the location information, automatic speech recognition is used as a natural and intuitive means of communication in order to detect emergencies and accidents, such as falls. Our system attained high accuracy for both the localization and speech recognition tasks, verifying its effectiveness.
I. INTRODUCTION
An assistive ambient intelligence environment is a smart space that aids the inhabitants with its embedded technology. For achieving this goal, activity recognition and emergency detection, performed in a natural and unintrusive way, are of utmost importance. The most decisive step for effective activity recognition is accurate and robust person localization. By utilizing the location of the person in a domestic setting, the related activity can be derived. In addition, an elderly-oriented assistive environment must also be able to detect emergencies and accidents, such as falls, in order to issue a distress signal. This additional role increases requirements for information redundancy and reliability. Our novel system uses information from multiple sensors in order to ensure reliable localization of the inhabitant as well as emergency detection, offering speech recognition as a means of natural interaction.
Applications that rely on localization such as surveillance and monitoring of assistive daily living (ADL) commonly use video cameras as an affordable and abundant source of information. Many approaches based on either a single camera or multiple cameras have been proposed in the literature. In single camera setups, discriminative appearance affinity models [1] and level-set segmentation [2] have been used for tracking, while other approaches based on tracking-bydetection exist [3, 4] . In multi-camera setups, stereo-vision is employed in order to introduce depth perception. In [5] , color histograms of the detected persons are used, while in [6] heuristic and probabilistic tracking is used to determine the location of a person in the 3-D space. Nevertheless, the segmentation and tracking problems can be very challenging, thus hindering the system's reliability in a camera-only setup.
In an attempt to improve performance, multi-modal person localization has become a significant research area in recent pervasive assistive applications. Common approaches combine cameras with microphone arrays and other sensors for localization and activity detection [7] , using particle filtering for data fusion. In addition to activity recognition, some systems incorporate emergency detection and most notably fall detection. Fall detection has triggered the interest of researchers, since falls account for over 75% of domestic accidents for adults over 75 [8] . Furthermore, over 30% of adults over 65 fall at least once a year [9] , making them the most common cause of injury death [10] with a direct cost of $30 billion [11] . Although the vast majority of fall detection systems use solely cameras [12, 13] , some systems use a combination of sensors [14] .
Nevertheless, the use of cameras in all the aforementioned implementations can be considered intrusive when used domestically. Furthermore, fall detection systems do not account for other hazards that may arise in a domestic setting and may require additional modalities to increase reliability. However, our system uses the depth sensor of a Kinect device as the main source of localization information. This active sensor is able to accurately measure the position of the person in the 3-D space. At the same time, the video information is not captured, making this approach less intrusive than using video cameras. In addition, the Kinect device incorporates a microphone array capable of localizing sounds. In our system, we use 2 Kinect devices to capture the audio signal for both improving localization by introducing an additional modality as well as enabling natural interaction by means of speech recognition. Speech recognition is also used in order to detect emergencies independently of the localization module.
In the following sections we will present the architecture and operation of our system for the person localization and emergency detection tasks, the experimental setup and finally our concluding remarks. 
II. THE KINECT DEVICE
The Microsoft Kinect ( fig. 1 ) is a new device mainly used for gesture recognition. It is based on the PrimeSensor design [15] and it incorporates a color camera, a depth sensor and a microphone array. Depth images are acquired using the structured light technique. According to this method, a laser beam passes through a grating, and is split into different beams. The beams are then reflected from an object in the device's field of view (FOV) and captured by an infra-red sensor, making it possible to calculate the distance of the object using triangulation [16] . The microphone array is comprised of 4 microphones, enabling sound source localization. For our application, we implemented the least intrusive setup possible by capturing data only from the depth sensor and the microphone array, without capturing the actual color video data.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of our system is modular, comprising of 3 main components as shown in fig. 2 . Communication between the modules is based around the Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems (JAUS) [17] , originally developed by the U.S. Department of Defense, to govern the way that unmanned systems are designed. The user datagram protocol (UDP) is used for inter-module communications, which increases the level of interoperability, allowing new software modules to be easily integrated in the system or existing modules to be installed on different systems. Input is provided by 2 Kinect devices. One of them is considered as primary, capturing both a stream of depth images and audio, while the secondary captures only audio for performing sound localization. Interfacing with the Kinect is carried out using the MS software development kit (SDK) v1.0 [18]. The 3 modules 1) skeletal tracking based localization, 2) audio localization and 3) automatic speech recognition (ASR) are described in detail in the following paragraphs.
A. Skeletal Tracking Based Localization Module
Skeletal tracking is used in our system in order to detect and track a person in the FOV of the sensor, as s/he moves in the smart space and it was implemented using the MS Kinect SDK. Initially, the moving person is detected, then her/his center of mass is determined and finally a skeletal model is fitted. The detected skeleton has a unique identifier for a specific session and is defined by the 3-D coordinates of its 20 Each joint can be at any of the three associated states: 1) tracked, 2) not-tracked and 3) inferred. Furthermore, two kinds of filters are applied to the joint coordinates due to the nature of the captured data, 1) high frequency jitter and 2) temporary spikes rejection. Although the infrastructure for tracking the joints of 2 skeletons and the center of mass of 4 additional people exists, the main scope of our system is to monitor an elderly inhabitant of an assistive environment when not supervised, so at most 2 tracked skeletons are considered. Localization using such skeletal tracking is very accurate and unintrusive since we only utilize the coordinates calculated from the depth sensor feed. A visualization of the operation of the skeletal tracker is shown in fig. 3 . 
B. Audio Localization Module
The microphone array of the Kinect is comprised of 4 supercardioid microphones that drive 24-bit ADC's. The frequency response of the microphones is tailored for human speech and their directivity is relatively stable for these frequencies (1-7 kHz). Sound source localization and beamforming are applied to the audio signal in order to determine the angle of the sound source in relation to the
43 | P a g e www.ijarai.thesai.org device and acquire the audio signal from that particular direction ( fig. 4) . The returned values are the sound source angle in degrees in relation to the axis that is perpendicular to the device, and a confidence level of the reported angle. Nevertheless, one Kinect is only capable of providing the angle of the sound source but not its distance, hampering localization accuracy. Therefore, we introduce a second Kinect to our system that is used solely for sound source localization ( fig. 5 ). The second unit also provides an angle for the source of the sound, which can be used in combination with the previously obtained angle for accurate localization through triangulation. In order to do so, we need to obtain some data concerning the placement of the sensors. More specifically, let L be the distance between the two devices, A and B. Also, let     , be the angle between the wall and the axis perpendicular to device A and B respectively. This angle should optimally be 45 degrees to maximize coverage assuming the devices are mounted at the corners of the same wall in a square room. Assuming there is a sound source S detected by the two devices, let the corresponding detected angles be ) 50 , 50 ( ,       . These angles are positive when the sound source is estimated to be on the left side of the device and negative when the source is estimated to be on the right of the device (fig. 4 ). We will consider the triangle that is created, with A, S and B as its vertices. The altitude of the triangle that is passing from vertex S, divides L into a and b so that a+b=L. Let the length of the altitude (in our case the distance of the audio source/person from the wall) be s X . Then, we can formulate the following equations:
Since L=a+b, the final solution to the system of equations is given by:
Thus, we can calculate the precise position of the audio source in the 2-D layout of the room.
Due to the nature of the sensor and propagation of sound waves some restrictions had to be imposed in order to ensure reliable location estimation. Therefore, the sound level is calculated for a window of 1 second and the sound source angles are taken into account only when the sound level exceeds 50dB, corresponding to a quiet conversation. This technique prevents inaccurate location estimation by ignoring low level background noise. Additionally, we only calculate the person's location when the confidence for both estimated sound source angles is more than 50%. A final and apparent restriction is that there must exist a solution for the equation system and this solution should fall within the monitored space. Thus, if a sound is coming from behind the sensors, or outside the limits of the monitored space, the location cannot be estimated or it is ignored respectively. This way, noises that are generated from external sources, e.g. a car passing-by, will not affect the location estimation. 
C. Automatic speech recognition module
In order to ensure natural interaction of the user with the system as well as effective emergency detection, we integrated an automatic speech recognition (ASR) module. This module is built using the hidden Markov model toolkit (HTK) [19] . The input to this module is the audio signal captured by the primary Kinect. The features extracted from the audio signal are 13 Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and their first and second derivatives in order to account for speech 44 | P a g e www.ijarai.thesai.org dynamics, creating a vector of 39 features. The models used are 3 state left-to-right HMMs modeling triphones. HTK is used for both training the models and recognizing speech. The module recognizes 11 words that comprise sentences commonly used in order to ask for help or assistance, e.g. "help me", "fire".
IV. SYSTEM OPERATION
As mentioned earlier the two main functions of our system are person localization and emergency detection. These functions utilize information from both the skeletal tracking module and the audio localization module, but the ASR module is only used for emergency detection purposes. The following sections describe the two types of operation in more detail.
A. Person Localization
The main source of location information is the skeletal tracking module. More specifically, this module detects a person as soon as s/he enters the FOV of the sensor and tracks her/him while moving in the room. The accuracy and robustness of the tracker is exceptional due to the nature of the depth sensor, so the person is tracked while standing, walking or even sitting. We consider the location of the person as the average of the 3-D coordinates of all the tracked joints, expressed as < Another source of location information is the audio localization module. It should be noted that the audio localization module is capable of estimating the location of the person in 2 dimensions expressed by < s X , a >, not accounting for height.
The final estimated location of the person is a result of combining the information from both modules. More specifically, when a location estimate is available from both modules, the average of each of the 2-D coordinates is calculated after proper transformation to match the 2 coordinate systems, while the third coordinate equals that of the skeletal tracking module. In the case where either of the modules does not return any coordinates, then the other module's coordinates are considered, e.g. if the person is outside the FOV of the depth sensor, only the audio localization coordinates are used. For our application, the detected activity is bound to the estimated location of the person. Therefore, if a person is standing by an appliance such as the oven or refrigerator we infer that s/he is using this particular appliance.
B. Emergency Detection
Our system is also capable of recognizing emergencies and due to the 3-D localization information it is very successful at detecting falls. In order to effectively carry out this operation, we utilize information from all three modules. In more detail,
of the tracked skeleton falls below a predefined threshold (default is 2ft.), the system enters a standby mode. While in this mode, the system detects an emergency if any of the following conditions is met:
1. The ASR module recognizes that the person is asking for help.
A loud noise is recorded.
3. Z remains below the threshold and no sound is detected for a predefined period of time (default is 2 min.).
In addition, an emergency is detected even if the system is not in the stand-by mode when either of these conditions occurs:
1. The ASR module recognizes that the person is asking for help and skeletal tracking fails to locate the person.
2. The ASR module recognizes any of the predefined sentences for help repeated 3times in a 15 second window, independently of the status of the localization modules.
When any of the above 5 situations is identified, an emergency is detected and a distress signal is issued, including the person's last known location, in order to request for assistance.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
An extensive set of evaluation experiments were conducted in order to fine-tune the parameters of the setup at our simulated assistive apartment ( fig. 6 ). As mentioned earlier, two Kinect devices were used, mounted at the opposite sides of one of the walls, facing the entrance. The distance between the two devices was 175.5 inches. The axis perpendicular to the device points at 45 degrees towards the interior of the apartment, maximizing both the FOV and microphone coverage ( fig. 7) . All modules were installed on the same computer, although our system's implementation permits the use of separate computers for each one of the modules. For our experiments we partitioned the space in 8 different sectors, intersecting at the center of the room. The estimated location of the person was considered accurate when the coordinates fell within the boundaries of the corresponding sector. For our application, the detected activity is bound to the estimated sector. 45 | P a g e www.ijarai.thesai.org Four individuals participated in our experiments, with either one or two occupying the apartment simultaneously. Subjects were asked to move in the apartment and perform every day activities. In the scenario where the space is inhabited by a single person, the location estimation of the person is always accurate as long as the person remains in the FOV of the sensor. Furthermore, in the event of 2 people being tracked, a realistic case where a caretaker or visitor is also present, the localization accuracy is 85% due to the people interacting and the resulting occlusions. In this case, person identification is not required, since we are primarily interested in the performed activities. Additional people may also be tracked but with reduced accuracy, however this is outside the scope of our system, since we aim at detecting activities and emergencies when the inhabitant is not supervised. Finally, the word accuracy of our ASR system was 94%, with low background noise levels.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a novel system capable of accurate and robust person localization and emergency detection. This system uses as input the depth sensor and microphone array of the Kinect device. Skeletal tracking and sound source localization are combined in order to estimate the position of the inhabitant. ASR is used as a natural means of interaction and in addition to the location information for emergency detection. The system was deployed in a simulated assistive environment and during the experiments conducted, it achieved both high localization and word recognition accuracy. After, confirming the effectiveness of our design we plan to extend it by utilizing depth information of additional Kinect devices for increased robustness and coverage. 
